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Constantinus more naturally is the adjective of Coutances in
Normandy, but there is no sort of link to connect Lewis III with
that region. We can trace him from Aries, when he was king of
Lower Burgundy (or Provence), into Italy, and after his troubles
there back to Vienno.*8 I would suggest that Flodoard wished
to indicate this Lower Burgundian connexion. There is a rare use
of Constantino urbs for Aries. It occurs in a rescript of Honorius
and Theodosius II of 418 ordering that synods should be held
yearly in Constantino urbe. Sirmond, who first assigned this
document to its proper authors, refers to Hincmar, epist. vi, in
evidence **; but I have sought in vain for any mention of it
in the works of Hincmar. Still, the rescript became famous from
its inclusion in more than one canonical collection ; it was
well known at Cologne as it was at Aries : w and in this
way—still more if it was cited by Hincmar—the passage may
have become known to Flodoard. If this suggestion appear far-
fetched, I would adduce a parallel from Richer, in which a similar
attempt is made to discover a Latin equivalent for Burgundy
with a less successful result. Richer seems to have understood
Burgundia in the limited sense of the duchy of Burgundy M : so
when he had to speak of Conrad rex QaUiae Cisalpinae, as
Flodoard calls him, he boldly searched in Horace for an Alpine
folk, and, regardless that the Genauni belonged to Rhaetia,
described Conrad as rex Genaunorum.M

REGINALD L. POOLS.

The Exeter Domesday

WAS the Exchequer Domesday compiled, aa to the south-
western counties, from the Exeter Domesday ? Let us look at
the evidence suggested by the collation of the two texts, for
Devon by Mr. Reichel and for Somerset by Mr. Bates-Harbin,
in the Victoria County Histories (vols. i, quoted as D. and 8.).
To keep the names distinct we will call the one manuscript Exon,
the other D.B. Exon is a pretty full digest of the original returns
for Somerset, nearly all Devon, and Cornwall, each fief of impor-

" Cf. Poupardin, Le Royaume de Provence, pp. 189 I., 1901.
" See his notes to Sidonius Apollinarifl, p. 140 f.. Paris, 1652. The rescript is also

printed in (1. HaeneT* Corpus Legum quae extra Constitutionum Codices supermini
(1857), p. 238, and in the Monum. Germ. Hist., Epist. iii (1892), 13 f.

H See an account of the manuscripts given by F. Maassen, Qesch. der QntUtn its
canon. Btehts, i. (1870) H 670. 786, and by W. QundUeh in the Neues Arctev der
QestOsck. JUT alien Dtutscke OetrhichUk., xiv. (1889) 277-312.

u He onoe uses ' Cisalpini', HiM. ii. 42, for the inhabitants of the duchy. The
word only occurs elsewhere, I think, in ii. 17, where he borrows 'Hugo Cisalpinus'
from Flodoard. • Hist, i i 63 ; cf. 98.
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310 THE EXETER DOMESDA Y April

tutice having a separate booklet or quire ; also for nearly half
Dorset and one manor in Wiltshire, the rest having, no doubt,
been lost before the manuscript was bound together about 1400.
That Exon did not always copy the returns in full will be proved
later by the terrae occupatae. It includes live stock and some
other items not found in D.B., but is arranged, like D.B., by fiefs,
while the returns are arranged, like those of other counties, by
hundreds, as is proved by Exon taking the hundreds in much the
same order in different fiefs, and by the arrangement in hundreds
of the list of terrae occupatae in Devon.1

Eyton and Mr. Reichel thought that for Somerset and Devon
the two manuscripts were compiled independently from the
original returns,2 but examination seems to show that D.B. was
compiled from Exon, and if so, no doubt it was also derived from
Exon (then complete) for Cornwall,Dorset,and Wiltshire. We may
probably infer that in many other counties, if not in all, a digest
by fiefs, similar to Exon, was made from the original return
arranged by hundreds, from which digests the great Domesday
Book was afterwards compiled. Little Domesday, printed as
volume ii of D.B., covering the eastern counties, which resembles
Exon in size of folio and fullness of detail, looks like one of these
digests.3 The many soomen and the complicated details of
Norfolk and Suffolk seem to have frightened the compilers of
D.B. so much that they did not make an abstract of the eastern
circuit, but left Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex to be represented
by the preliminary digest; the abbreviated digest of Great
Domesday being never quite completed.

In a good many cases the figures and names of D.B. differ
from those of Exon, but D.B. is often clearly wrong. Exon
distributes the hidage between demesne and villeins, so as to
confirm its total, at least within a fraction. Now in Devon,
D.B. has 1 hide for Exon'a 1J hide, detailed as | + f, at Bochelanda,
f. 327 b ; 1J hide for l j ( i + l j ) at Doducheswilla, f. 338 b ;
1 virg. for J virg. ( J+ i ) at Wica, f. 481 (D. under these folios).
D.B. is also plainly wrong in giving ' i teamland ' for ' x ' with
3 + 5 teams at Liega, f. 179b, and 4 teamlands with 8 villein
teams at Sotebroca, where Exon, f. 215 b, has 8 and 4. In
Somerset D.B. 87 has iii hides for iiii (2+2) at Martock (f. 113,
8. 440) ; D.B. 89 has ii thegns for ix at Newton (ff. 149, 521 b) ;

1 Devon Association Transactions, xzviii (1894), p. 457, 'Analysis of Exon' ;
Victoria County History, Dtvon (quoted below as D), i. 536-49.

* Eyton's Somerset, i. 6. D. 377-9 ; pace Mr. Reichel, Exon'sDorset, which gives
live stock, cannot be taken from D.B., nor can the corrections in Exon, which extend
to live stock, have been made ' to agree with D.B.1 (D. 480, n. 5).

• little Domesday, about 10} x 6^ to 7 inches, is a little larger than Exon (10 x 6),
and the writing is rather larger and wider apart; for facsimiles see the Record Exon
(D.B. iv) and plate 244 of the Palaeographies! Society.
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1912 THE EXETER DOMESDAY 311

D.B. 9b b has iii hides for ii at Brewham (S. 428 n., 507); D.B. 92
has 1 hide for 1} at Aisse (ff. 269, 514, S. 476). Also, as ' dim.'
in easily missed and unlikely to be invented, D.B. is presumably
wrong in a dozen other cases where it has 1 for 1$ or | (8. notes).
The names of places can be tested by their names now, and in
a score of them the modern name shows that D.B. is wrong.4

Again, Exon, f. 165 b, has ' Alward holds J hide which Alestan
held T.R.E.', but D.B. 90 a 2,1. 52, has ' Alestan holds { hide '.
At Rode, D.B. 99 has wrongly ipse tenuit for the ipse emit of
Exon, f. 464 (S. 526). At Wells, D.B. 89 gives to three under-
tenants 17 villeins instead of Exon's 25 (10 + 8 + 7, f. 156), having
missed Richard's 8. In Devon, D.B. overlooked and omitted
the Sotrebroc on f. 459, and at Chiwarthewis D.B. 117 b omits
Fulcher's under-tenant Helgot (f. 471). The mills at Taunton
and Hatherleigh could hardly be misplaced by Exon, ff. 174 b,
178, but very easily by D.B. (87 b 1,1. 34 ; 103 b), and in a dozen
other cases we can see that D.B. is certainly or probably wrong.

Clearly D.B. was no more always correct in the south-western
counties than Mr. Round found it in Cambridgeshire. Wo
cannot, therefore, infer that D.B. was independent of Exon
from occasional differences in figures or personal names. They
are mainly mistakes common in copying, iii for ii, or xv for xxv,
or ii for ix ; or mistakes of letters by the dictator or of sounds
by the scribe, Leimar and Letmar, Aluiet and Aimer, Aedmar
and Almar, Siward and Sedward, Alestan for Alestilla, Godeman
for Goderone, &c.8 These differences can prove nothing, for D.B.
is as likely to have miscopied Exon, as Exon to have misoopied
the return. That D.B. was not very careful with names is shown
by its place-names, and D.B. 95 is no doubt wrong at Burnham,
where for the Reinewal of Exon, f. 354, it gives the Rademer of
two previous entries (8. 449). The makers of D.B. were pretty
clearly in pairs—a compiler, who dictated an abstract of the
manuscript from which he worked, and a scribe who wrote from
his dictation, so that there was a double chance of mistake ; the
compiler might misrepresent his original, or the scribe misrepre-

* The variationi) of D.B. are in italics :
8. 436 Ba- BctminBtru (Bodminxtcr) L). 416 Bed- Bretrioestan (Brichestone)

436 Brutn- Brcuutona (Bruton) 417 Sov- Stoverton (Staverton)
466 IittcUneia-Iamle(LytloinKc') 449 Honechcrcha -nfe(Honeychurch)
460 U*d- Vudowica (Woodwich) 451 Ovd- Dueltona (Dolton)
464 Coriscoma -Una (CrosBcomlx-) 457 Smi- Esnidclei* (SnedJey)
481 Babcari <an (Babc»ry) 479 Tid- Iidefort(Lydford)
487 £opto*« Lopena (I»pon) 493 Cob- Scobacoma (Shapoombe)
807 A'oui* Nonin (Niinney) 503 Crin- Incrintona (Dkerton)
607 £i>-C5rctona(Cheriton) 521 Limor Linor (Leonard)
613 LaftnjLedich(Dyche) 539 CUT- Citrametona (Chittlehamp-
613 TeiweTelma (Elm) and several others, ton).
• At Bpeccot the ' Ail.l (Hxck. Goisbert)' of D. 607 is a slip, D.B. 11.3 has Eilaf.
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312 THE EXETER DOMESDAY April

sent the dictator. We must, therefore, test the relation of D.B.
to Exon in other ways ; where necessary the entries to be quoted
have been examined in the manuscript at Exeter.

The test is to see if D.B. repeats Exon's mistakes and variations.
At Cereilla (D. 489) and Cilletone (S. 485), where Exon, ff. 366 b,
423, has wrongly 1 virg. (1 + 2!) and 1 virg. ( l j + i !) , D.B. I l l ,
93, has also in both cases 1 virg. At Netelcumbe, Exon, f. 104,
reads ' reddit libras et 12s.' The ' 1$ virgate' of demesne in this
entry should be ' 1 hid. J virg.', so the scribe was sleepy, and no
space ia left before libras.6 This and the ' 12«.' seem to show
that the missing figure was omitted by a mere slip, and was given
in the original return ; if the figure there had been absent or
illegible attention would no doubt have been called to it and
space left for it in Exon. Yet D.B. 86 b gives no figure, but
' reddit—libras et 12s.1 with a note ' require ' to look it up—appar-
ently in the original return. Again, the Mameorda and Bolewis of
Exon seem to be Wembworth and Moulish (D. 453, 480), Clutona
is clearly Clapton, Ceptona probably Chilton, and Udecoma,
Cutcombe (S. 449, 461, 402). Yet D.B. repeats all these wrong
names. In many other cases the figures and omissions of Exon
are very suspicious, e.g. a score of cases in Devon and Somerset
where, though the villeins pay a fair share of the hidage, their
teams are omitted7—every suspicious figure and omission is
repeated in D.B. It may be said that these mistakes came from
the returns ; but at Netelcumbe that seems unlikely.

The entries in D.B. follow the order of Exon, except where
D.B. picks out some entry or entries to head the fief. Though
in Devon D.B. sometimes groups together the lands of certain
under-tenants or Saxon owners, in each group the order of Exon
is preserved.8 Now while the entries in Exon for each fief, being
taken from returns arranged by hundreds, are as a rule grouped
by hundreds and the order of hundreds is fairly regular, there
are many entries, especially in Somerset, which interrupt the
regular order—belated entries, apparently omitted in the proper

1 place and afterwards made between the entries of other hundreds.
All these irregularities are repeated in D.B. In Devon comparison
is complicated by the D.B. grouping in large fiefs, so let us take

• The manuscript is well represented by the printed text of D.B. iv. 96. The total
hidage was ' 2 hid. 3 virg.' of which the villeins had ' 1} hid. J virg.' leaving 1 hid.
{ virg. for the demesne.

' Dorset has other cases : Frorao, f. 48 b, Canolla and Holna, f. 62.
{. 38 b Koneacumbe : terra 6 car.; dem. 2 teams; 7 viU. 3} hid. (no teams).
{. CO Wintrpbomn : terra 3 car.; dem. 1 team ; 6 vill. 1} hid. (no teams).

* Tho one exception, in the lands of Walter de Clavil, proves to be really evidence
that D.B. was not independent of Exon, for the entries misplaced in D.B. correspond
exactly to ff. 388-91. one of the quires or booklets of which the Exon MS. is composed ;
see Devon Axmciation Transactions, xxxvii (1905), pp. 249, 266,' The History of Eion,'
by the late Rev. T. W. Whale. He also noticed various other points given here.
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1912 THE EXETER DOMESDAY 313

Somerset." In RogerArundel's fief four entries in North Petherton
(Dureton to Newton, f. 441) come first, as they should, but
Sydenham in the same hundred comes in the middle, after Kittis-
ford ; so it does in D.B.10 Independent compilers, even if they
made the same omission, would not correct it after just the
same interval. On ff. 142-3 are a dozen estates, Estona, &c., in
Porbury hundred, but Wraxall and Winford in the same hundred
on f. 145 are separated from them by Freshford, Langridge and
[Bath]wick in Bath hundred ; so they are in D.B. 88 b (8. 448-51).
On f. 276 Carlingcot and Ekewick in Wellow hundred come in the
middle of entries for Bruton cum Wincanton ; so they do in
D.B. 92 b (S. 481). In the fief of Turstin fitz Rolf (f. 383),
Syndercome, in Willetone, the 7th hundred, comes in the middle
of Bruton the 52nd ; so it does in D.B. 97 b. There are also varia-
tions in the order of hundreds, probably due to exchange of rolls
or quires between the clerks in the course of their work. Plintone
hundred follows Walchetone on ff. 328-30, but precedes it on
f. 417 (D. 475, 515) ; D.B. agrees. Carentone generally follows
Willetone, but, ff. 358-62, we have eighteen entries in Carentone
by one scribe (Aucoma, &c.) preceding fifteen in Willetone by
another (Cantocheve, &c., S. 502-7) ; n again D.B. agrees. D.B.'s
agreement with all these irregularities and others like them
seems to show that D.B. was compiled from Exon. The alterna-
tive would be to suppose that D.B. was compiled independently,
yet by help of some not quite regular index to the returns which
was also used by Exon. But if D.B.'s compilers had Exon's
index, surely they would have Exon's text, and would use it rather
than repeat the troublesome process of rearranging the returns.
Exon might have used D.B.'s index if Exon had been compiled
after D.B., but that is most improbable. Nor would such an
inversion as that of Carentone and Willetone hundreds be likely
in an index, which would probably be made by one man working
straight through the hundreds.

On one point we can check Exon's text. At the end, ff. 495-
525, iB a list, headed terrae occupatae, of the many changes in
manors between 1065 and 1086 in Devon (f. 495, D. 536) and
Somerset (ff. 508-25). Its commonest entries run like this :
' X. holds Blackton, to this has been added 1 hide which 1 thegn
held T.R.E. worth &s.' In the corresponding entries Exon uses
three forms about equally : (a) is similar, ' X. holds Blackton,

' Analysis in Mr. Whale'* Principles of Somerset Domesday ; that for Devon is in
Devon Association Trans, xxviii (1896), and in VB footnotes.

" D.B. takes Halite, Huish, and ' Wyslagintone' to head the fief.
11 One uses ' ft ', the other writes generally ' 7 ' for ' et' , but ' ten* ' and often

' v. ft m ' and ' ft reddidit'. Again, in Devon the order of Dippeforde (Stanborough),
Cadelintone (Colrige), and Allcrige (Ermintone) hundreds varies similarly in Exon
and D.B. (D. 442, 470, 490, 000, 516).
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314 THE EXETER DOMESDAY April

which G. held T.R.E. and it gelded for 3 hides worth 10*. . . . to
this has been added 1 hide worth be., fee. ; ' (b) joins the 1 hide
to the 3 thus, ' Blackton which two thegns held T.R.E. and it
gelded for 4 hides worth lbs. ; ' (c) is just like (b), but adds' G. held
3 hides and H. 1 hide'. As (6) and (c) do not distinguish the
values added and (6) not even the hidage, the list in question, which
does give them, must have been derived, not from Exon, but from
the original return, and the return must have divided the values
of the added lands from those of the holdings to which they were
added, as it did in the cases for which Exon uses (a). It is clear
that Exon does not always give a full copy of the original return.
In some twonty cases in Devon and twenty-five in Somerset Exon
uses form (a), which followed the original return ; and so does
D.B. with one or two exceptions, e.g. D.B. 92 uses (6) at Doniet
and Hache. These exceptions do not show D.B.'s independence,
for the compiler might summarize Exon as easily as the return.
But Exon uses form (b) in a dozen cases in Devon,1* and in
Somerset (b) in thirty cases and (c) in nearly thirty others—all
three forms may be conveniently found in the bishop of Coutances'
fief, ff. 136-52. Now (b) and (c) do not distinguish the added
values given in the return, yet in every case D.B., using as was
natural the shorter form (6), agrees with Exon in rolling up
the added value. The use of (o), (6), or (c) does not depend on
size ; small additions are often distinguished by (a) and larger
ones rolled up in (6). It may be, no doubt, that there was some-
thing in the forms of the return which inclined Exon to use (6) or
(c) instead of (a), for in some cases (a) runs according to the
hundreds. But some hundreds have both (a) and (b) or (c),13

and in all cases the return did distinguish, as Exon did not, the
added values; if D.B. were compiled from the return, it would

" Engostccuta, ff. 122 b, 496 b ; Ailcsvescota, 127 b, 500 ; Sidelham, 318, 49o b ;
Uatcpada, 341 b, 502 b ; Hagitona, 345, 408 b ; Olurintona, 367, 501 ; Bochiwis, 407,
497 ; Pultimora, 469 b, 500 ; Chiwarthwis, 471, 500 ; Leuendoim, 472 b, 502 ; and
variations at Aim, 377 b, 499 b ; Molacota, 469, 498 b. D.B. 1011, 102«, 106\ 114',
111', 1111, 110", 117*. U7 \and 116«, 117\

u In Devon, Iiiton, the 1st hundred (f. 495, D. 53*)), haa (n) at Brat ton, (b) at
Hydcnham; Witheridge (501, D. 543) also has both (a) and (6); in Sonlerset we have

Exon Bntto* Hundred. Exon Milverton Hundred.
f. 610 b 2} h. WooUton, f. 275 b (6) f. 514 1| k Aah (brittle), f. 260 (a)

520 3] Kointon, 276 b (b) 511b U Bathealton, 362 b (c)
620 b i Wincanton, 352 (a) „ 1 Bunington, 362 b (c)
521 2J So. Cadbury, 383 b (a) „ i Poleshill, 362 b (a)

Carhnmpton Hundred. Caningion Hundred.
511 A h. Bickham, 358 (6) 509 } h. Stoke Conrcy, 369 (a)

1 Staunton, 359 (a) „ i^ StringBton, 372 (a)
} Luxborough, 360 (c) 500 b i Ihideeham, 424 (6)

512 i ' Alra ' (Porlock), 430 b (c) 510 , } , Blackmore inCaning-
} Golsoncot, 431 (c) ton, 428 (a)

510 b ,', TimberBCombe. 442 b («)
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1912 THE EXETER DOMESDAY 315

bo strange that the divided values should not find their way into
D. B. in some of these seventy cases.

Perhaps the best evidence of all comes from individual cases.
Cttffecoma is peculiar ; to it were added according to f. 609
' 3 manaiones worth 40a.'; Exon, joining up one of them by
' Caffocoma which 2 thegns held ', adds ' two ' worth ' 20s.', and
with this odd mixture of (a) and (6) D.B. 87 b agrees. In ff. 495-
525 we have over fifty cases in Devon and fifteen in Somerset
of this kind : ' X. holds M., to this has been added another
mansio N.' In over sixty of them Exon notes that N. was held
of M., and so, with one exception," does D.B. But in six cases
in Devon and one in Somerset Exon omits N.'s connexion with
M.15 ; so in every case does D.B., yet the connexion must have
been given in the returns. On f. 499 Chefecoma is added to
Chrietona, on f. 497 b four mansiones are added to Slapeforda,
on f. 512 a ferling i» lost at Hunecota, and on f. 516 b a \ hide
is added to Ceorlatona. They seem quite ordinary entries, but
of these four items there is no mention in Exon, nor in D.B.U

At Ywis f. 497 says ' Telbald socer (Odonis) occupavit 1 ferding '.
Exon, 376 b, mentions the ferding, but says nothing of Tetbald ;
nor does D.B. 116 b. In Devon on f. 499 b there is added to
Mollanda ' J virgate called Nimet held by two sisters ' ; Exon,
f. 95, noting the addition of Nimet, omits, contrary to its practice,
the holders and the ' ^ virgate ' ; so alBO, contrary to its practice,
does D.B. 101. Again, at Wasforda D.B. 112 b, agrees with
Exon, 392 b, in omitting the holder of a ferding (501) or else
in a curiously framed entry. Here are fourteen cases, quite apart
from form (6), where D.B. agrees with Exon's omission of items
which were given in the return, and should, in the ordinary
course, have appeared in both of them. What better evidence
conld we have that D.B. was compiled from Exon ?

It may be added more as a matter of interest than of evidence,
that we seem to get one other glimpse of the original returns.
A ehartulary of Bath abbey has a description of its manors in
demesne which plainly belongs to the Domesday Survey.17

Besides other differences and some items not found in Exon, it
gives at Weston ' cc oves et iiii ', at Preston ' de nemore et pascua
c agros xiii minus ', at Stanton ' homines ii hid. et dim.', while
Exon gives ' cc oves ' only, ' 80 agros pascuae,' and (wrongly)

" Ancstigo+ ltiugudonc, Exon, ff. 300, 49U b, D.B. 107.
u Exon, f. 400 b, Louy»+ WmdclsooU ((. 289); f. 490, Tamerlanda+ Peuh (411-12);

(. 496 b, Chicmpabera+Kadcliva (412): Braordina-t-EsesUpU (335, 399); L 498,
Lollardeatona+Dwelanda (390); f. COO b, Bradeforda+Tomeloua(317 i ) ; and f. 519
in Somereet AHnio»+E»giol (452). D.B. 1061, 114-15, 1181, 1141 (110*), 11?, 108*;
and 97-8.

u Eion, 0. 117, 100 b, 431, 443 h ; D.B. 101', 101', 941,94«.
" Somenct Record Hoc. vii. 07 (Corpus Chriati College, Cambridge, MS. cxi. p. 128).
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316 THE EXETER DOMESDAY April

' it hid.' only. D.B. agrees with Exon's 80 acres of pasture
(tho other items it omits)—but the Bath figures may have come,
not from the return made by the commissioners, but from a draft
of it, for the values given to Weston and Bathford are below those
in Exon and D.B.

We have yet further evidence in D.B.'s wrong place-names,
where some of the wider differences seem to correspond to slightly
imperfect letters in the Exon MS., which are like the following
sketches and which the D.B. compiler might easily misread.

7 U s A
In Exon's ' babakari ' (Babcary) in Somerset on f. 277 b the twist
in the r is slight, so that ri (1) is a little like n, and D.B. 92 b
has Babachan, though on f. 99 b Babecari. In Devon the last
h of Exon's Honechercha (Honeychurch, f. 292) has an imperfect
hook, making the ch (2) look like d, and D.B. 106 has Honecherde.
In Exon's Dueltona (Dolton, f. 295) the D is rounder than it
should be, and D.B. 106 b has Oveltone. In Exon's Lidefort
(Lidford, f. 335) the L (3) has a sort of cross-line at the top, due
to a smudge or a mistake erased, and D.B. 114 has Tideford.
On f. 394 b Exon has a strange initial (4) meant apparently for
A(isa) [Ash Thomas, D. 499J; but to Mr. Barnes, who copied
for the Record edition, it looked like D, and D.B. 112 b has Disa.u

At Hatherley, f. 178, where D.B. has ' valuit £9 ' for Exon's £4 + 2,
the 4 is in the manuscript a vij altered to jjij, which D.B. might
read as vij. In two other cases, noticed below, where Mr. Barnes
read a ii altered to v and a vi to ijj as 2 and 6, D.B. began by
writing ii and vi, altering its figures forthwith to v and iii. Yet
another case where D.B. corresponds to something in Exon has
been given in note 8.

The cumulative evidence seems to prove beyond doubt that
D.B. was derived from Exon. All Eyton's cases to the contrary
in Somerset break down on examination. At Aissecota he has
missed ' Waltona ' in the line written above it in Exon, f. 164 b,
while at Sanforda, Bochelanda and the like Exon's mistakes are
such as any copyist could correct. Elsewhere the printed Exon
has misled both him and Mr. Reichel. In the manuscript Exon,
f. 375, has LocAintona, not d, and at Ferenberga, f. 141, the ii
and ii are altered to v and v. Also at Bochelanda, f. 490, ' vi
virg.' is altered to ijj.19 In Devon, Lim, f. 161, has £3, and

u But here tho omission of tho name of thii J hide on f. 602 b suggests that tho
original return may have been indistinct.

" Except for the detail these alterations might easily be taken to be from v to it
(they reiicmble a y) and iii to ri, and D.B., like Mr. Barnes, fell at first into both
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Bernintona, f. 179, has 3 hides, not 4 ; at Boleham, f. 306, printed
with ' 2J hid.' and ' viii car.', the ' et dim.1 and the last ii of viu
are cancelled.80 So also in doubtful letters Exon should no doubt
be read on f. 134 as Talebriia, not -brua, f. 337 b, Hanc not Hane,"
f. 388, Aluesrfcf not -cfcf **; while [ and L, much alike in manu-
script, are exchanged in the printed text of both Exon and D.B.
In all these cases D.B. and Exon do not really differ.

The differences in Saxon names have been already dealt with;
they are not evidence either way, for D.B. might as easily miscopy
Exon, as Exon miscopy the return. In giving Wiltone, Welland,
Wedicheswelle for Pilton, Pilland, Pickwell (D. 421-2), D.B. 102 b
is wrong (pace, D. 379), not Exon. The hard letters of Exon
(D. 379), chiefly some thirty cases of -fort in Devon scattered
among fifty of -forda, would be softened in D.B. by the mouth of
a new dictator. Except several lost folios (D. 376) and items
now illegible, no case has been found where an item omitted
in Exon is supplied by D.B., nor any difference of D.B. from
Exon which could not be duo to mistake in copying or suggested
by something in Exon itself. In Devon, at the end of the Albe-
marle fief Wida comes to the bottom of f. 421 b, and Witelio,
which follows in D.B. (only), was no doubt on another folio since
lost. The men of two Bochelando entries on f. 129 have been
confused by D.B. 102 b ; at Bora, f. 395 b, the last ' i ' in ' iii
is doubtful in manuscript, and the ' ii virgates ' of D.B. 98 b
agree with the detail; on f. 309 Clist's ' valet xvs. . . . valebat xvs.'
is so awkward and unusual that D.B. 107 might well read or hazard
' olim ones' In Somerset, at Sheligate, D.B. 94 b has ' \ car.''
for ' 1 car.' of villeins, but this seems a confusion with ' et dim.
hid.' interlined above ' 1 car.' in Exon, f. 442 ; if ' 1 car.' was
wrong, surely it would have been corrected at the same time.
For the correct ' Neuhalle ' of D.B. 96 b, Exon, f. 464, read*
' uuiahalla', but D.B. might easily read ' n ' for ' u ', or guess
it, as on 83 b ' ad Brigam ' for Exon's ' Adbrigam ' f. 57, and
100 b wrongly ' in Crintono ' for Exon's ' lncrintona' (Ilkerton,
f. 402); it is possible that Exon once had ' nuiahalla ', for there
seems to be a slight speck or scratch in the parchment which
might turn the ' n ' into ' u '.

Sidbury, held by Alwin and Godwin T.R.E., is curious. D.B.
traps, for (88, 08 b) the manuscript has ii altered to v and apparently vi to iii; thn
ii to v is plain in the facsimile, but its heavy strokes do not show that in the iii at
Bochelande on 98 b the first ii of the iii are in now ink over an erasure, nor nhnw
well their slight irregularity in tho manuscript.

" Devon (Association's) Domesday, ii. 604 ; el ipse vidi.
a The scribo seems to have made the ' c ' too short and added a higher top—tho

' n ' is also too.short; the result is like (5) and quite unlike any ' o' near it.
n The ' d ' (6) is open at bottom, but that does not suit ' cl ' any better. Ho in

spelt Alwatet on f. 109 (Alwaro, D.B. 101 b), so was apparently called Alwardheth—
d and t standing constantly for dh and th.
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102 gives it 5 hides, 30 teamlands. and 2+25 teams, while Exon,
118 b, has 3, 20, and 2+18. But in the manuscript Exon's figures
prove to be alterations; new ink and erasures show that the
items were originally those of D.B.*3 After Exon's original entry
was made the 5 hides seem, for some special reason, to have been
separated into two parts, 2 hides, perhaps Godwin's, being
presumably entered on a slip since lost, for the joint value of
£6 was left (see f. 606). Unless the alteration was a later one, D.B.
joined the two parts together again as at Doniet. This mysterious
alteration cannot upset the cumulative evidence that D.B. was
derived from Exon.4* F. H. BARINO.

The missing part of Roger Bacon's Opus Tcrtium

WHEN Professor Duhem published his important discovery of
the latter part of Bacon's Opus Tertium,1 he pointed out that
there was still a lacuna between the end of the fragment pub-
lished by Brewer and the beginning of the fragment discovered
by himself—that we were still without Bacon's commentary
on the last sections of part iv of the Opus Mains, those namely
on geography and astrology (or, as Bacon puts it, on the value
of mathematics in politics), which occupy in Bridge's edition
pp. 286-403 of vol. i. Tt has been my good fortune to discover
this missing fragment in manuscript 39 of Winchester College, to
which my attention was drawn by Dr. M. R. James, and which
the college authorities courteously sent to the British Museum
at my request. I am preparing an edition of it for the British
Society of Franciscan Studies; meanwhile a preliminary description
of the newly discovered fragment will not be without interest.

The manuscript was present<xl to the college in 1543 by
Wilb'am Moryn, quondam huius collegii alumnus. It is on
paper, written about the middle of the fifteenth centuTy ; the
leaves measure c. 12j x 8 in., and are not numbered. The contents
are (1) Tractatus de consideratione quinte essentic, ' quem aliqui
attribuunt magistro Roger Bachon, aliqui Iohanni de Rucepissa '
{sic), as the colophon states. (2) An alchemical treatise without
author's name or title, beginning, ' Quesivisti quis trium lapidum

° Italics mark new ink and (oo) erasures, dearly ' possunt arraro .onx. car.' was
onoo ' .xxx.', and in demesne ' i hidam et duos oo carr.' wax ' et dim et [ii] can-.', for
the ' u ' in ' dual' is made up of an old ' i ' and another old Htroke (minim) joined at
bottom by new ink. The total has no room for ' dim ', BO ' villani .oii. hid. et xviii
ooo carr.' was ' iii hid. et dim. et [xxv] carr.', the total ' Hi hid.' was ' v ' (1J+3J).

" Mr. Rcichcl ha* very kindly diftcuHHed with me the ' internal evidence' of D. 379
for the independence of D.B. and all the points he raised are among the cases men-
tioned ; he holds that the small differences in personal names are important.

1 Vn Fragment inedit it FOput Tertium dr. Roger Bacon, Quaracchi, 1909.
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